This presentation, created by the Natural Learning Initiative in April 2017, discusses some of the benefits
that research has associated with natural/naturalized outdoor learning environments. It introduces The
Regulatory Framework for Outdoor Learning Environments in Texas Childcare Facilities and how one
might work with the document. It also uses visuals to communicate specific opportunities for integrating
natural features in Texas childcare centers and childcare homes.
The full color audio‐visual presentation that goes with this handout is available at:
https://mymediasite.online.ncsu.edu/online/Play/a02592d9f1be4ccdb98d839e230fe1c81d
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Benefits of Connecting
Children with Nature
• Buffers children’s stress (Chawla et
al, 2014; Wells and Evans, 2003)

• Improves children’s ability to
concentrate (Taylor et al, 2001; Wells, 2000)
• Even a short walk in a
green urban park can
reduce the symptoms of
Attention Deficit Disorder
(Taylor and Kuo, 2009)

• Exposes children to beneficial
microbes that support the
immune system (Rook, 2013; Levy, 2012;
Hanski, 2011)
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Benefits Associated with
Natural/Naturalized OLEs
• Support higher levels of
physical activity (Boldeman et al, 2006)
• Improve children’s gross
motor skills—balance,
coordination, and agility
(Fjortoft, 2001)

• Support more creative and
cooperative play
(Bell and Dyment, 2006)

• Stimulates brain
development/Improves
academic performance (Rivkin,
2000; American Institutes for Research, 2005)

Benefit Associated with
Vegetable Gardening
• Better nutrition; children who
grow their own food eat
more fruits and vegetables
(Bell & Dyment, 2008)
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Yet, environments like this are quite common.
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Texas Health
and Safety Code
Section 756.061

Minimum
Standards for
Childcare Homes

Minimum
Standards for
Childcare Homes

ASTM F1487‐07ae1,
ASTM F2223‐04e1
Texas
Accessibility
Standards

Texas Rising
Star Guidelines

Guide Organized by Play/Learning Setting
11. Stationary Natural Play
1. Acoustic Play Settings
2. Bird, Butterfly, and Pollinator
Features (e.g. Logs, Boulders,
Stumps)
Habitat
3. Decks, Platforms
12. Mounds and Sloping
4. Stages
Topography
5. Dry Creek Beds and Playable 13. Multipurpose Lawns
Rain Gardens (LID Features) 14. Primary Pathway
15. Sand Play Areas
6. Earth Play Settings
7. Grass Mazes and Tall Grass 16. Vegetable and Fruit Gardens
17. Water Play: “Hands‐in”
Areas
Features
8. Groves of Small Trees or
Large Shrubs
18. Water Play: Sprinklers and
9. Loose Parts Play Areas
Spraying Features that do
10. Manufactured Playground
not Pool Water
Equipment
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For more
information on
carrying out risk
assessments
related to nature
play features, see
Nature Play &
Learning Places.

Want to create a dry creek bed?
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Dry Creek Beds and Playable Rain Gardens
Minimum Standards for Child‐Care Centers
Design Considerations:
• A dry creek bed or rain garden accessible to
children must not fill with standing water.
• Children are not allowed to swim or wade in
anything other than swimming or wading
pools.
• A dry creek bed or rain garden that fills with standing water to
provide flood mitigation would require a variance.
• Do not use pebbles less than 1.25 inches in diameter in area used by
infants or toddlers.
• Pebbles must be “free from sharp or rough edges.”
• And “poisonous or potentially harmful plants must be inaccessible
to all children.”
(§746.2401(6), §746.2501(5), §746.3701 (5‐6, 8), §746.5017)
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Dry Creek Beds and Playable Rain Gardens
Texas Health and Safety
Code Section 756.061
Not applicable, because feature does not
qualify as playground equipment.
Texas Accessibility Standards
For childcare centers only: Qualify as play components subject to
requirements for accessibility contained in Sections 240 and 1008
of TAS.
• At least one of each type of ground level play component
must be on an accessible route, and these components
must be spread throughout the play area.
• A more complex rule applies to elevated components.
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Grass Mazes & Tall Grass Areas (Continued)
Texas Rising Star Guidelines
• Contributes to points awarded
for P‐OLE‐02.
• Design Considerations: Plants must
be non‐toxic.
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Want to have a play area
with loose parts?
(e.g. smoothed branches, straw
bales, rounded stones, fallen leaves,
seed heads, tree cookies, etc.)
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When do “natural” features
require a use zone?
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What Is a Use Zone?
“The use zone is the surface
area under and around a
piece of equipment onto
which a child falling from or
exiting from the equipment
would be expected to land.
Other than the equipment
itself, the use zone must be
free of obstacles that a child
could run into or fall on top
of and be injured”
(§746.4801, §747.4601).
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Use Zones Required for
“Stationary Equipment”
“The use zone for stationary equipment, excluding slides and
soft contained play equipment, must extend a minimum of six
feet in all directions from the perimeter of the equipment. Use
zones for stationary equipment must not overlap other use
zones” (§746.4803, §747.4603).

Definitions of “Stationary Equipment” from
ASTM and the Consumer Product Safety Commission
ASTM F1487‐07ae1
• Stationary Equipment: “any play structure which has a fixed
base and does not move” (3.1.41).
• Play Structure: “free standing structure with one or more
components and their supporting members.” (3.1.23).
• Component: “of a play structure, any portion thereof that
generates specific activity and cannot stand alone” (3.1.7).
CPSC Handbook for Public Playground Safety (2010)
• Stationary Equipment: “any play structure that has a fixed base
and does not move” (p. 4).
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Stationary Natural Features That Aren’t Structures Are
Not “Stationary Equipment” And Don’t Need Use Zones
• Individual Logs, Boulders, and Stumps used for play are not
“free standing structures” with “supporting members.” (So they
would not require their own 6 foot use zones)

Natural Learning Initiative

Stationary Natural Features That Are
Free‐Standing Structures Would Need Use Zones
• Whether it is homemade vs. manufactured would not make a
difference if it was a structure designed for climbing, sliding,
swinging, etc.

Left: Westmoreland Park Nature Play by Adam Kuby and Greenworks Landscape Architects (Photo: Robin Moore); Right: Kompan
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Integrating Playground
Equipment with
Vegetation

Trees as Part of Composite Structures
• Composite Structure: “Two or more play structures attached or
functionally linked, to create one integral unit that provides
more than one play activity (CPSC, 1.8)”

PUBLIC DOMAIN IMAGE FROM PIXABAY
(https://pixabay.com/en/woods‐tree‐tall‐tree‐forest‐nature‐1209274/)
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Trees as Part of Composite Structure

Central Park Conservancy

Trees as Part of Composite Structures
• Composite Structure: “Two or more play structures attached or
functionally linked, to create one integral unit that provides
more than one play activity” (CPSC, 1.8; ASTM F1487, 3.1.8)
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Trees as Part of Composite Structure
• “The boundary of the use zone for a composite play structure shall
be composed of those use zones that have been established for each
individual play structure that, when joined together, comprise the
composite play structure.” (ASTM F1487 9.7.1; Also see CPSC 5.3.9)

Trees as Part of Composite Structure
• “The boundary of the use zone for a composite play structure shall
be composed of those use zones that have been established for each
individual play structure that, when joined together, comprise the
composite play structure.” (ASTM F1487 9.7.1)

Central Park Conservancy
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Trees as Part of Composite Structures
• There are a few considerations under ASTM F1487 when trees
are part of a composite structure.
• Make sure there are no protrusions on a tree that’s integrated
into a composite structure (ASTM F1487, 6.3).
• “Overhead obstructions within the use
zones of playground equipment that
are not part of the play structure (for
example, tree limbs) shall not be
within 84 in. (2130 mm) of each
designated play surface, the use zone,
or above the pivot point of swings”
(ASTM F1487, 9.8.4.1).
Central Park Conservancy

Considering Variances
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Considerations
For Variances
• Children’s age
• Degree of risk
•

Temporary nature of risk

• Alternate safety protocols in place

Embankment Slides—An Opportunity for a Variance?
• The slide chute of an
embankment slide should
have a maximum height of
12 inches above the
underlying ground surface.
• The U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission has
written that “the design
basically eliminates the
hazard of falls from elevated
heights.” (CPSC 5.3.6.3.1)
• Therefore, it does not
require protective surfacing
alongside them—
just in exit area.

Natural Learning Initiative
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Embankment Slides (CPSC)
•

Avoid plantings
or surfaces that
might create
entanglements
in the “non‐
entanglement
zone” (e.g.
woody shrubs
with branches
around the level
of the slide that
clothes could
get caught on.)

•

For example,
lawns and lirope
will not catch
clothes and
create
entanglements

https://naturalearning.org/download‐practitioners‐guide
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